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CYCLE
CYCLE objective
Introduce a holistic approach to improve resource utilization in the
Norwegian food chain by developing knowledge and sustainable solutions
for eco-friendly bio-processes and technology within a bio-economical
perspective.

Foreseen outcomes
a) Novel applied automated quality differentiation and sorting concepts
that increase resource utilization of food loss (co-streams) and reduce
waste;
b) Novel bioprocessing technology and processes for better utilization of
co-streams and waste;
c) New concepts for improved food safety and efficient logistic along the
entire value chain;
d) Socio-economical, environmental, and market/customer based study,
linking all of the previous aspects into a cycle perspective.
e) Generate more value for the food industry;
f) Strengthen the Norwegian food technology vendor industry;
g) Reduce overall food loss and waste.
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Flow of raw material and rest raw
material at Nortura Rakkestad/Norilia in
2013
• High degree of utilization
• Potential for up-cycling some
materials
• Residues after mechanical
deboning of meat
• Feathers
• Viscera
• Skin
• Etc.
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Objective 1: a) Develop VIS/NIR/(and/or)X-ray based sensor systems for optimal quality
differentiation of raw materials, co-streams and waste; b) - Develop automated concepts for an
efficient and precise sorting of raw materials, co-streams and waste.
Objective 2: To increase the resource-efficiency of food industry by developing new food
applications for edible co-streams based on bio-processes
Objective 3: Convert waste not appropriate for utilization as human food to feed, feed
ingredients or fertilizer, possibly in combination with energy production.
Objective 4: This WP will study the challenges of managing and controlling the complex logistics
processes in the food chain from manufacturing until end of life.
Objective 5: Study the role of consumption and consumers, through the entire consumption
process; and integrate the natural and social sciences in finding sustainable solutions
Objective 6: The aim of this WP is to disseminate and demonstrate the knowledge and results
and to establish a close connection between R&D partners and participating industries for further
innovations
Objective 7: To ensure an efficient running of the activities in the project and exploitation of
results in compliance with the established objectives.
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Objective 1: Jens Petter Wold and Ekrem Misimi
a) Develop VIS/NIR/(and/or)X-ray based sensor systems for optimal quality differentiation of
raw materials, co-streams and waste;
b) Develop automated concepts for an efficient and precise sorting of raw materials, co-streams
and waste.
The objectives were to develop a robot based concept for automation of harvesting/deboning,
an operation which is manual based today, and to investigate the potential of the concept to
optimise the raw material utilisation/yield.
Results
Quality differentiation…
Gribbot - a robot based concept for automation of harvesting/deboning, was successful on both
scrapping the carcass and harvesting the fillet including the tenderloin. Gribbot can harvest only
one fillet at a time with the current configuration. The entire robotic harvesting/deboning
procedure takes 4.75 seconds.
Implementation and consequences
Quality differentiation…
Results of research conducted resulting in Gribbot have potential to increase the profitability and
optimise the raw material utilisation for the chicken value chain.
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Objective 1: Jens Petter Wold and Ekrem Misimi
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Objective 1: Jens Petter Wold and Ekrem Misimi
a) Develop VIS/NIR/(and/or)X-ray based sensor systems for optimal quality differentiation of
raw materials, co-streams and waste;
b) Develop automated concepts for an efficient and precise sorting of raw materials, co-streams
and waste.
Task1: On-line characterization (in terms of fat, protein, water and bone composition) of rest raw
materials from chicken and turkey (n=32) production has been tested based on NIR, fluorescence
and Raman spectroscopy, and a performance comparison of the methods has been performed.
Task2: The 32 samples are hydrolysed (in process) and variation in yield and composition of
hydrolysates will be determined (also by NIR and fluorescence).
Task3: Paper to be written: Optmized hydrolysis of rest raw material with large quality variation
Purpose:
1) Map the quality variation of the rest raw material entering the hydrolysis process (Norilia).
2) Study how the raw material variation affects end product
3) Establish online differentiation of raw material (spectroscopy)
4) Introduce novel concept: How optimize the hydrolysis process based on automatic quality
assessment of rest raw material
Results:
1) Variation is mapped: large variation in fat, protein and bone
2) In process
3) Good models based on spectroscopy (nice for a paper)
4) Details will follow when Task2 is accomplished
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Objective 2: Ana Karina Carvajal, Rasa Slizyte, Tveit
To increase the resource-efficiency of food industry by developing
new food applications for edible co-streams based on bio-processes.
Enzymatic hydrolysis of chicken rest raw material (Master thesis, Tveit 2014)
Results
• Low values for oxidation and hydrolysis values
• Better quality compared to industrial samples
• Thermally separated oil better quality then oil after enzymatic hydrolysis
• Hydrolysates had low bitterness
Implementations and consequences
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Objective 2: Ana Karina Carvajal, Rasa Slizyte, Tveit
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Rests after mechanical
deboning of meat
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Objective 3: Minna Vikman, Hanne Wikberg, Anne-Kristin Løes
Convert waste not appropriate for utilization as human food to feed,
feed ingredients or fertilizer, possibly in combination with energy
production.
The objective of the study was to evaluate the suitability of HTC for
treatment of enzymatically treated chicken residues from mechanical
deboning. In addition the influence of processing conditions on the
distribution of nutrients (P and N) between liquid and solid fractions
were studied.

Hydrothermal carbonization
(HTC) is a process, in which raw
material is heated in aqueous
suspension in180-250ºC under
self-generated pressure (< 50
bars). As a result of numerous
chemical reactions including
hydrolysis, dehydration,
decarboxylation,
polymerization, aromatization
and condensation, solid and
liquid fractions are formed with
a minor gas phase.

Results
The biochar yield in HTC varied between 36 and 60% depending on processing conditions. The
distribution of the P and N between the liquid and solid phase can be controlled in HTC process by
adjusting the processing conditions (temperature, pH).
Implementation and consequences
Depending on the final application solid fraction can be utilised as soil amendment/fertilizer/energy
and/or nutrients can be recovered from liquid fraction.
Enzymatically treated chicken residues from mechanical deboning can be treated by hydrothermal
carbonization to obtain various nutrient-rich products. Further studies are needed to develop optimal
method to recover nutrients from liquid fraction and to evaluate the behaviour of HTC-products in
final end-use (e.g. as fertilizer in agriculture).
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Objective 3: Minna Vikman, Hanne Wikberg, Anne-Kristin Løes

Solid fraction after HTC.

Liquid fraction after HTC.

Publication
Vikman, Wikberg et al., Hydrothermal carbonization of chicken residues after mechanical deboning
and enzymatic treatment, Waste management, manuscript under preparation.
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Objective 3: Rasa Slizyte, Kaisu Honkapää, Steffen Adler, Anne-Kristin Løes
Convert waste not appropriate for utilization as human food to feed, feed ingredients or fertilizer,
possibly in combination with energy production.
To find treatments that improve the digestibility of feathers without compromising the content of
essential amino acids.
Results
The tested enzymes did not improve the digestibility of feathers, but autoclaving and alkaline
hydrolysis were efficient treatments. Addition of NaOH and Na2SO3 lead to high levels of Na+ in
the products, which may be a challenge for feed producers. The effects on amino acid
composition are still under examination. Based on the results we will discuss if it may be
interesting to produce a soluble and a residual fraction with different qualities.
Implementation and consequences
In vitro digestibility analyses must be confirmed by experiments in mink (in vivo). A production
line for hydrolysis of chicken feathers will upcycle the co-stream from a low-value feed for mink
to a high-value protein feed for monogastrics. Feather meal is produced in other European
countries by pressure cooking, but we hope that our research can contribute to develop feather
meals with higher value and lower production costs. About 2,000 tonnes per year of chicken
feathers from Nortura Hærland may be processed to protein feed. This may replace a significant
amount of traditional protein sources in pet food and hydrolysed proteins may be used for pets
with allergies. Analysis of economy, environmental and social aspects are necessary.
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Objective 3: Rasa Slizyte, Kaisu Honkapää, Steffen Adler, Anne-Kristin Løes

Dried feathers

Milled feathers

Hydrolysed feathers

Solubilised (L) and residual (R) fractions; and dried
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Objective 4:
This WP will study the challenges of managing and controlling the complex logistics processes in
the food chain from manufacturing until end of life.
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Objective 5: Henrik Egelyng, Eirin Marie Skjøndal Bar et al.
Study the role of consumption and consumers, through the entire consumption process; and
integrate the natural and social sciences in finding sustainable solutions.
Analysis of economical and environmental aspects of the entire value chain.
Results
At Norilia, co-streams in the chicken processing industries are fully exploited. The challenge in the
Norwegian co-stream industry is to optimize the upcycling process.
Implementations and consequences
The Norwegian capacity to upcycle poultry co-streams represents a potential for global transfer
of know-how on cleaner processing technology with the goal to avoid food losses and improve
environmental sustainability.
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Activities related to the entire value chain for chicken
• Managing and controlling complex logistics ?
• Role of consumption and consumers ?
• Economical and environmental aspects: potential for up-cycling

Nortura/Norilia: Current situation
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Conclusions
• The Nortura/Norilia case of the value chain for chicken had a high degree of raw material and
rest raw material utilisation prior to the CYCLE project.
• A potential for up-cycling of several co-streams was identified
• Activities in CYCLE had a strong focus on processing co-streams with the aim to
• develop automated harvesting of meat and quality detection of rest raw materials,
• improve nutritional value of co-streams (food and feed applications), and
• recover nutrients from residues with the purpose of recycling.
• Managing and controlling complex logistics and role of consumption and consumers have not
been studied specifically in the value chain for chicken ?
• Dissemination and demonstration is in progress
• X peer reviewed articles and Y in work
• Z other publications
• Videos and demonstrations?
• High potential to implement new knowledge, but more work is needed in developing
innovations ???
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